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Section 546(e) Safe Harbor 

• Section 546(e) of the Bankruptcy Code provides a safe harbor from the 

avoidance by a bankruptcy estate representative of certain transfers made 

by or to, inter alia, a stockbroker, financial institution, or securities clearing 

agency, except in cases alleging an actual intent fraudulent transfer under 

Section 548(a)(1)(A) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

• Key avoidance powers of a bankruptcy estate representative: 

• Section 548(a) allows a bankruptcy trustee, debtor-in-possession, or unsecured 

creditors' committee with derivative standing to avoid pre-petition fraudulent 

transfers based on a showing of actual or constructive fraudulent intent.   

• 544(b)  permits those same persons, acting on the bankruptcy estate's behalf, to 

avoid “any transfer of an interest of the debtor in property or any obligation 

incurred by the debtor that is voidable under applicable law by a creditor holding 

an [allowable] unsecured claim.” 

• State law governs whether a transfer under Section 544(b) is subject to 

avoidance, but Section 544(b) is a federal claim.   

• Claims based on Section 548 and 544(b) are generally subject to a two-year 

statute of limitations (“SOL”) under Section 546(a)(1). 
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Section 546(e) Safe Harbor 

Section 546(e):  “Notwithstanding sections 544, 545, 547, 548(a)(1)(B), and 

548(b) of this title, the trustee may not avoid a transfer that is a margin 

payment, as defined in section 101, 741, or 761 of this title, or settlement 

payment, as defined in section 101 or 741 of this title, made by or to (or for the 

benefit of) a commodity broker, forward contract merchant, stockbroker, 

financial institution, financial participant, or securities clearing agency, or that is 

a transfer made by or to (or for the benefit of) a commodity broker, forward 

contract merchant, stockbroker, financial institution, financial participant, or 

securities clearing agency, in connection with a securities contract, as defined 

in section 741(7), commodity contract, as defined in section 761(4), or forward 

contract, that is made before the commencement of the case, except under 

section 548(a)(1)(A) of this title.” 
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Section 546(e) Safe Harbor 

The Safe Harbor Components: 

• “Transfer” means –  

• (A) the creation of a lien; 

• (B) the retention of title as a security interest; 

• (C) the foreclosure of a debtor’s equity of redemption; or 

• (D) each mode, direct or indirect, absolute or conditional, voluntary 

or involuntary, of disposing of or parting with — (i) property or (ii) an 

interest in property. 11 U.S.C. § 101(54).  

• “Margin Payment” – “means, for purposes of the forward contract 

provisions of this title, payment or deposit of cash, a security or 

other property, that is commonly known in the forward contract 

trade as original margin, initial margin, maintenance margin, or 

variation margin, including mark-to-market payments, or 

variation payments.” 11 U.S.C. § 101(38). 
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Section 546(e) Safe Harbor 

The Safe Harbor Components: 

• “Settlement Payment” - “a preliminary settlement payment, a 

partial settlement payment, an interim settlement payment, a 

settlement payment on account, a final settlement payment, or 

any other similar payment commonly used in the securities 

trade.”  11 U.S.C. § 741(8). 

• “Financial Institution” –  

• a Federal reserve bank, commercial or savings bank, industrial savings 

bank, savings and loan association, trust company, federally-insured credit 

union, or receiver, liquidating agent, or conservator for such entity, and when 

the financial institution is acting as custodian for a customer in connection 

with a securities contract, such customer (11 U.S.C. §  101(22)(A)); or 

• In connection with a securities contract, an investment company registered 

under the Investment Company Act of 1940 (11 U.S.C. §  101(22)(B)). 
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Section 546(e) Safe Harbor 

 
Legislative History of Section 546(e): 

• Prevent systemic risks to commodities and securities markets 

caused by bankruptcy proceedings.  H.R. Rep. No. 97-420, at 2 

(1982). 

• Due to the structure of clearing systems in these industries and 

volatile nature of markets, protections are necessary to prevent 

insolvency of one firm from spreading and possibly threatening 

the collapse of the entire market (i.e., deter “ripple” effect.). H.R. 

Rep. No. 97-420, at 2 (1982). 
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Section 546(e) Safe Harbor 

 
Statutory Evolution: 

• Predecessor to Section 546(e) under Bankruptcy Code applied 

only in commodity broker liquidation cases. 

• Repealed in 1982 and replaced with 546(e), which expanded 

protections to include securities transactions; specifically, it 

included margin and settlement payments to and from 

brokers, clearing organizations, and financial institutions. In re 

Enron Creditors Recovery Corp., 422 B.R. 423, 429 (S.D.N.Y. 

2009), aff'd 651 F.3d 329 (2d Cir. 2011). 

• 1984 amendment – added “financial institution” as an entity 

with protected transfers. 

• 2006 amendment – added transfers made “in connection with 

a securities contract.” 
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Section 546(e) – Key Decisions 

 

Expansive Caselaw Interpretation of Section 546(e) in the 

Second Circuit: 

• Enron Creditors Recovery Corp. v. Alfa, S.A.B. de C.V., 651 F.3d 

329 (2d Cir. 2011):  

• Debtor brought adversary proceeding to avoid, on preference or fraudulent 

transfer theory, pro rated payments that it had made in connection with 

investors' early redemption of commercial paper issued by debtor 

prepetition. 

• Redemption payments completed a transaction in securities, even though 

this was retirement of debt, rather than the purchase or sale of commercial 

paper, and even though no financial intermediary took a beneficial interest 

in the commercial paper in the course of the transaction.  Redemption 

payments were “settlement payments” because they were “transfer[s] of 

cash made to complete a securities transaction.”  Id. at 339. 

• Phrase “commonly used in the securities industry” in the definition of 

“settlement payments” is not a requirement for each transaction listed in the 

definition; thus, settlement payments need not all be payments “commonly 

used in the industry.” 
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Section 546(e) – Key Decisions 

 

Expansive Caselaw Interpretation of Section 546(e) in the 

Second Circuit: 

• In re Quebecor World (USA) Inc., 719 F.3d 94 (2d Cir. 2013) 

• Unsecured creditors committee sought to avoid and recover, as 

a preferential transfer, prepetition payments ($376 million) 

received by institutional noteholders in connection with debtors' 

repurchase and subsequent cancellation of privately-placed 

notes. 

• Holds that a transfer may qualify for the safe harbor even if the 

financial intermediary is merely a conduit.   
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Section 546(e) – Key Decisions 

 

Expansive Caselaw Interpretation of Section 546(e) in the 

Second Circuit: 

• In re Bernard L. Madoff Inv. Securities LLC, 773 F.3d 411 (2d Cir. 

2014) 

• Trustee appointed in liquidation under Securities Investor 

Protection Act of business of registered securities brokerage 

firm who sought to recapture prior transfers made by broker-

dealer to customers. 

• Because Sections 546(e) and 741(7) (defining “securities 

contract”) do not contain a purchase or sale requirement, 

whether or not Madoff’s broker-dealer actually transacted in 

securities is not determinative.  
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Section 546(e) – Key Decisions 

 

Expansive Caselaw Interpretation of Section 546(e) in the 

Second Circuit: 

• In re Bernard L. Madoff Inv. Securities LLC, 773 F.3d 411 (2d Cir. 

2014) 

• Section 546(e) only requires that a transfer be broadly related to a 

“securities contract,” not that it be connected to an actual securities 

transaction. 

• Discusses at length Congress’ intent for 546(e) to sweep broadly, 

as is evident by expansive definition of “securities contract.” 

• “The clawback defendants, having every reason to believe that 

BLMIS was actually engaged in the business of effecting securities 

transactions, have every right to avail themselves of all the 

protections afforded to the clients of stockbrokers, including the 

protection offered by Section 546(e).” 
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Section 546(e) – Key Decisions 

 

Breadth of Section 546(e) Outside the Second Circuit: 

• There are decisions in the Third, Sixth, and Eighth Circuits that apply 

the safe harbor to leveraged buyouts of private companies and where 

transactions involve financial intermediaries who served only as 

conduits. See In re Plassein Int'l Corp., 590 F.3d 252, 257–59 (3d Cir. 

2009); In re QSI Holdings, Inc., 571 F.3d 545, 549–50 (6th Cir. 2009); 

Contemporary Indus. Corp. v. Frost, 564 F.3d 981, 986 (8th Cir. 2009). 

• In contrast, the 7th and 11th Circuits have held that the safe harbor did 

not apply in the context of an LBO transaction where the bank merely 

acted as a conduit. FTI Consulting Inc. v. Merit Mgmt. Grp., LP, 830 F.3d 

690 (7th Cir. 2016) (discussed on slide 35 infra); Munford v. Valuation 

Research Corp. (In re Munford, Inc.), 98 F.3d 604, 610 (11th Cir. 1996). 
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Lyondell, Tribune and SemGroup 

Section 546(e) “Work-Arounds”: 

 

• Creditors’ attorneys get creative.  

 

• In wake of expansive 546(e) rulings in cases such as Enron and 

Quebecor, arguments surfaced in the Lyondell, Tribune, and 

SemGroup cases that creditors could pursue state law 

fraudulent transfer claims outside of bankruptcy and the 

restrictions of 546(e) by means of reversion or assignment from 

the bankruptcy estate representative to the creditors. 

• Abandonment or reversion after the Section 546 SOL. 

• Bankruptcy plan assignment to creditor or litigation trusts 

who arguably were not subject to the 546(e) safe harbor. 

 

• Gives rise to counter argument of whether such state law claims  

brought by a non-bankruptcy estate party are preempted by the 

546(e) safe harbor. 
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Lyondell, Tribune and SemGroup 

Section 546(e) “Work-Arounds” (Background): 

• Upon filing of bankruptcy petition, Section 544(b) of the Bankruptcy 

Code grants trustee or debtor-in-possession standing to prosecute 

creditors’ then-existing state law fraudulent transfer claims on behalf of 

the bankruptcy estate.   

• Generally, trustee’s standing to bring such claims is exclusive.  This, 

itself, is a form of federal preemption. See, e.g. In re Tronox, Dkt. No. 

16-343, 2017 WL 1403001 (2d Cir. Apr. 20, 2017).  

• There is case law precedent outside the Second Circuit to support an 

argument that claims revert back to creditors if they were not 

extinguished by the estate representative and exclusive standing of 

such entity had ended.  

• Example: Unisys Corp. v. Dataware Prods. Inc., 848 F.2d 311, 314 

(1st Cir. 1988)  
• Plaintiff brought suit against successor to debtor for fraudulent 

conveyance of debtor assets to successor while debtor was 

insolvent. 

• Holding that when a trustee abandons his § 544(b) claim, a creditor 

with the right to sue under state law may pursue the claim.   
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Lyondell, Tribune and SemGroup 

Section 546(e) “Work-Arounds” (Background): 
 

• Abandonment (Section 554 of the Bankruptcy Code) 

• After notice and a hearing, the trustee may abandon any 

property of the estate that is burdensome to the estate or 

that is of inconsequential value and benefit to the estate. 
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SemGroup 

• Whyte v. Barclays Bank PLC, 494 B.R. 196 (S.D.N.Y. 2013) (“Semgroup”) 

 
• Trustee of debtor's litigation trust brought NY state fraudulent conveyance action to 

avoid novation of debtor's portfolio of commodities derivatives as fraudulent 

conveyance. 

• Safe harbor provision at issue was Section 546(g) (purpose of which is also to 

protect securities markets), which protects “a transfer, made by or to (or for the 

benefit of) a swap participant or financial participant, under or in connection with 

any swap agreement and that is made before the commencement of the case.” 

• Litigation trust argued that Section 546(g) only applies to an estate representative 

bringing avoidance actions under Section 544 of the Bankruptcy Code, but since 

the chapter 11 plan assigned the creditors’ state law claims to trustee of litigation 

trust, 546(g) is irrelevant. 

• Court held Section 546(g) impliedly preempts litigation trust from bringing claims; 

litigation trust took an assignment of debtor’s rights which were subject to the safe 

harbor. 

• Grounds for preemption rest in conflict preemption – allowing litigation trust to 

bring state fraudulent conveyance action would stand as major obstacle to 

purposes and objectives of Congress in protecting securities markets.   
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Lyondell 

• Weisfelner  v. Fund 1, et al. (In re Lyondell Chemical Co.), 503 B.R. 348 

(Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2014) (“Lyondell”) 

 
• Creditors' trust established under debtors' confirmed Chapter 11 plan brought 

adversary proceeding to avoid, as actual or constructive fraudulent transfer, 

payments made to debtors' former shareholders in connection with prepetition 

LBO that had allegedly left debtors either insolvent or inadequately capitalized. 

 

• State law creditor claims were expressly abandoned and relinquished in plan and 

assigned to the trust.  

 

• Section 546(e) bars a bankruptcy estate representative from avoiding the 

applicable transfers, not individual creditors.  If Congress intended Section 546(e) 

to apply more broadly, it could have said so.  
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Lyondell  

 
•Preemption: court concluded that state law constructive fraudulent transfer claims 

were not expressly or impliedly preempted by Section 546(e).  

 

• Field Preemption - the scheme of federal regulation is “so pervasive as to 

make reasonable the inference that Congress left no room for the States to 

supplement it.” 
• Bankruptcy Court held no field preemption - states and federal government have 

long coexisted in this space.  

 

• Conflict Preemption -  “compliance with both federal and state regulations is a 

physical impossibility” or state law “stands as an obstacle to the 

accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and objectives of 

Congress.” 
• Bankruptcy Court held no implied conflict preemption – (i) other policies at work in 

Bankruptcy Code outweigh protection of securities markets (holistic view); (ii) 

Congress knew how to expressly preempt an individual creditor's state law claims 

elsewhere (charitable contributions), but failed to do so here; (iii) at least in the 

context of an action against cashed out beneficial holders of stock, at the end of the 

asset dissipation chain, state fraudulent transfer laws do not “stand as an obstacle” 

to “purposes and objectives of Congress”—even if one were to ignore the remainder 

of bankruptcy policy and focus solely on the protection against the “ripple effects” 

that caused Section 546(e) to come into being. 
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Lyondell  

 

•Semgroup distinguished by Bankruptcy Court: In this case, bankruptcy 

estate claims and creditor claims are not being asserted by the same trust 

(unlike Semgroup), and the Creditor Trust is not also asserting claims on 

behalf of the Lyondell estate.  

 

•As discussed in the context of Tribune, the rationale of this case is no 

longer good law in the Second Circuit.  
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Tribune 

• In re Tribune Co. Fraudulent Conveyance Litigation, Nos. 13–

3992–cv, 13–3875–cv, 13–4178–cv, 13–4196–cv, 2016 WL 

1226871 (2d Cir. Mar. 29, 2016) 

Facts: 

• LBO resulted in $8 billion cash-out of Tribune Media Company’s 

(“Tribune”) shareholders. The funds were first transferred to financial 

intermediaries who then made distributions to shareholders for their 

shares.  Tribune filed for bankruptcy within a year of LBO. 

Bankruptcy Court:   

• Creditors’ Committee brought an “actual intent” fraudulent transfer claim 

under Section 548(a)(1)(A) the Bankruptcy Code against the 

shareholders and others.  It did not sue the shareholders for such 

transfers under state law “constructive intent” fraudulent conveyance 

statutes.  

• Note: Actual intent fraudulent transfer claims under Section 

548(a)(1)(A) are a carve-out to the safe harbor protection under 

Section 546(e).  
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Tribune 

Bankruptcy Court (Cont’d):   

•Bankruptcy Court in Delaware granted the creditors’ motion to lift 

the automatic stay with respect to the state law fraudulent 

conveyance claims, holding that the Creditors’ Committee’s election 

not to bring state law constructive intent fraudulent conveyance 

claims within the two-year period of limitations under Section 544 of 

the Bankruptcy Code, meant that the creditors regained their 

individual right under state law to bring such claims.   

•The Bankruptcy Court did not rule on whether the creditors had 

standing to bring the claims or whether the claims were preempted 

by Section 546(e).   

•Chapter 11 plan terminated the Creditors’ Committee and 

transferred their federal actual intent fraudulent transfer claims to a 

litigation trust (the “Litigation Trust”).  It also provided that the 

creditors could pursue LBO-related state law fraudulent conveyance 

claims.  
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Tribune 

District Court:   

•The shareholders were then sued in several federal and state 

courts, which actions were ultimately transferred and consolidated 

(with the Litigation Trust litigation) in a multi-district New York 

proceeding.  

  

•The District Court (Judge Richard J. Sullivan) granted the 

shareholders’ motion to dismiss holding that the automatic stay 

deprived the creditors of statutory standing because the Litigation 

Trust was suing to avoid the same transfers (though under different 

legal theories). 

   

•The  District Court rejected the shareholders’ argument that the 

state law constructive intent fraudulent conveyance claims were 

barred by Section 546(e).    
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Tribune 

Second Circuit Opinion:   

•Standing: In overturning the District Court’s ruling, the Court noted 

that the Bankruptcy Court had modified the automatic stay “for 

cause” to allow the appellants’ litigation to be brought  knowing that 

the Litigation Trust litigation was pending. 

 

•Preemption: 

• The Court rejected the appellants’ argument that the 

presumption against preemption applied because fraudulent 

conveyance claims fall squarely within the police powers 

and the domain of state law.  

• Once a party enters bankruptcy, the Bankruptcy Code 

“constitutes a wholesale preemption of state laws regarding 

creditors’ rights.”  

• The policies of protecting securities markets is an area 

highly regulated by federal law that reflect important federal 

concerns.  No concern about federal intrusion into state 

domain. 
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Tribune 

Second Circuit Opinion:   

•Preemption (Cont’d): 

 

• “Unwinding settled securities transactions by claims such as 

appellants' would seriously undermine—a substantial 

understatement—markets in which certainty, speed, finality, 

and stability are necessary to attract capital. To allow 

appellants' claims to proceed, we would have to construe 

Section 546(e) as achieving the opposite of what it was 

intended to achieve.” 

 

• Emphasis on language in 546(e) expressly limiting “trustee”, 

rather than a creditor, is misplaced.   
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Tribune 

Second Circuit Opinion:   

•Appellant’s Reversion Argument: 

 

• Bankruptcy estate representative steps into the shoes of a 

creditor under state law and may avoid any transfers creditor 

may have avoided.  But the bankruptcy estate 

representative’s ability to bring such claims is subject to a 2 

year SOL under Section 546(a)(1)(A).  

 

• Appellants argued that if trustee failed to bring claims within 

SOL, claims revert back to creditors who can then pursue 

state law fraudulent conveyance actions.  

 

• Appellants also argued that their fraudulent conveyance 

claims were only stayed under Section 362, rather than 

extinguished when assumed by the trustee under Section 

544, and could be asserted by the appellants when the stay 

was lifted.    
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Tribune 

Second Circuit Opinion:   

•Ambiguities, Anomalies and Conflicts of Reversion Argument: 

 

• According to the Second Circuit, arguments of reversion after SOL 

or lift of stay has no foundation in the language of the Bankruptcy 

Code. 

 

• The language of the automatic stay provision applies only to 

actions against “the debtor” (rather than a non-debtor). 

 

• Nothing in language about reversion after SOL. 

 

• SOL, generally, is intended to prevent stale claims and 

provide peace, not to change identity of plaintiffs without 

express language stating so.  

 

• Process of reversion is counter to purpose of Section 544 of 

simplifying proceedings, reducing costs of marshalling debtor’s 

assets, and assuring equitable distribution among creditors. 
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Tribune 

Second Circuit Opinion:   

•Ambiguities, Anomalies and Conflicts of Reversion Argument: 

 

• Makes no sense to limit the bankruptcy estate 

representative to actual intent fraud claims while not 

extinguishing constructive fraud claims but instead 

allowing them to be brought later by individual creditors. 

 

• Moreover, actual intent fraudulent conveyance claim is 

undermined if creditors can later bring state law, 

constructive fraudulent conveyance claims involving the 

same transfers.  Undermines the ability to settle the case 

when two different plaintiffs sue over the same transaction 

based on similar, but distinct, legal theories. 
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Tribune 

Second Circuit Opinion:   

•Ambiguities, Anomalies and Conflicts of Reversion Argument: 

 
• What is transferred to estate representatives under Section 

544(b)(1)?  The fraudulent transfer claim, or the proceeds from 

the recovery of the fraudulent transfer claim? 

 

• The holes in appellants’ reversion argument highlight the 

ambiguity here.  

 

• Supreme Court precedent holding that fraudulent 

conveyance claims are property of the estate is from 1880 

(Trimble v. Woodhead, 102 U.S. 647, 649, 26 L.Ed. 290 

(1880)), but has not been overruled.  Circuit courts are in 

conflict on this issue.  

 

• Court ultimately does not rule on the reversion issue because it 

resolves the case on preemption grounds.     
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Tribune 

Second Circuit Opinion:   

•Effects on Lyondell and SemGroup: 

 

• The Second Circuit opinion in Tribune tacitly overrules the 

bankruptcy court rationale in Lyondell. 

 

• The Second Circuit heard the SemGroup appeal in tandem 

with the Tribune appeal and affirmed the District Court 

holding in SemGroup for the reasons set forth in the Tribune 

opinion.  

 

•Cert petitions. 

• Appellants in SemGroup and Tribune have filed cert petitions 

with the Supreme Court. 

 

• On May 15, 2017, the cert petition in SemGroup was denied.  

A decision on the Tribune cert petition has not been made.   
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Other Decisions Post-Tribune 

•PAH Litig. Trust v. Water St. Healthcare Partners L.P. (In re 

Physiotherapy Holdings, Inc.), 2016 WL 3611831, No. 15-51238 

(Bankr. D. Del. June 20, 2016) 

Facts: 

• Litigation Trustee (as assignee of the bankruptcy estate claims as well 

as the noteholders’ claims) brought state and federal fraudulent transfer 

claims against former controlling private equity sponsors and certain 

other minority shareholders of the debtors to recover payments made to 

the shareholders in connection with the LBO of the debtors.  

• Litigation Trustee alleged that to consummate LBO, the debtors issued 

secured notes pursuant to an offering memorandum that was based on 

inflated revenue and valuation statements, and that the sponsors 

directed such actions. 

• The defendants’ asserted that the payments made to the selling 

shareholders were immune from avoidance as constructive fraudulent 

transfers under Section 546(e); “settlement payments” to a “financial 

institution.” 
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Other Decisions Post-Tribune 

Facts (cont’d): 

• The Litigation Trustee argued, among other things, that: (i) Section 

546(e) is inapplicable to state law fraudulent transfer claims assigned 

by the noteholders to a litigation trust post-confirmation; (ii) the 

payments to shareholders were not “settlement payments” or “securities 

transactions” because they received certificates redeemable for cash 

prior to consummation of the LBO, and such certificates were not 

securities; and (iii) Section 546(e) does not apply to the sponsor 

defendants because they were allegedly complicit in the fraud. 

Opinion: 

• The bankruptcy court denied the defendants’ motion to dismiss the state 

law fraudulent transfer claims assigned by the noteholders to the 

Litigation Trust and the actual intent fraudulent transfer claims, but 

granted the motion with respect to constructive fraudulent transfer 

claims assigned by the bankruptcy estate to the Litigation Trust as 

barred by 546(e). 
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Other Decisions Post-Tribune 

•Opinion (cont’d) 

•Preemption of state law fraudulent transfer claims: 

• The bankruptcy court ruled that under the particular set of facts 

presented in this case, 546(e) does not preempt, and therefore bar, 

state law fraudulent transfer claims assigned by the noteholders to 

the Litigation Trust.  

• After summarizing the major cases on whether Section 546(e) 

preempts state law fraudulent transfer claims brought by post-

confirmation assignees of creditor claims, including, PHP 

Liquidating, LLC v. Robbins, 291 B.R. 603 (D. Del. 2003), Tribune, 

and Lyondell, the bankruptcy court opted to follow Lyondell and 

held that presumption against preemption is appropriate. 

• The court analyzed whether allowing the Litigation Trust to pursue 

the noteholders’ fraudulent transfer claims would have a 

destabilizing effect on the financial markets Congress sought to 

protect in enacting Section 546(e). 
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Other Decisions Post-Tribune 

Opinion (cont’d) 

• The court reasoned that a transaction involving private shares, 

90% of which were held by the sponsors, did not implicate 

Congress’ intention in enacting Section 546(e) of protecting the 

financial markets from the destabilizing effect of a fraudulent 

transfer clawback. In finding that Section 546(e) did not apply, the 

court also considered the fact that the transferees were corporate 

insiders that allegedly acted in bad faith.  

• The court also reasoned that the plain language of the safe harbor 

itself supported finding that it did not preempt state law fraudulent 

transfer claims – Section 546 is titled “limitations on avoidance 

powers” and Section 546(e) only limits a trustee’s ability to bring a 

fraudulent conveyance action.  The court noted that Congress has 

explicitly stated in other sections of the Bankruptcy Code when it 

intends for a provision to apply to entities other than the trustee 

(e.g. 11 U.S.C. § 1109(b)).  
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Other Decisions Post-Tribune 

Opinion (cont’d): 

• The court also found it relevant to the preemption analysis that the 

trustee alleged that certain of the defendants had acted in bad 

faith, noting that such allegations are “helpful in the state law 

analysis as it implicates additional policy concerns relevant to the 

preemption analysis.”  

•“Settlement Payment” and “Securities Contract”: 

• The court rejected the Litigation Trustee’s argument that the 

payments made to the selling shareholders were not “settlement 

payments” in connection with a “securities contact” because 

defendants’ shares were converted into certificates redeemable for 

cash prior to the merger’s closing, and that these certificates were 

not securities. 

• The court noted that Section 546(e) simply requires that the 

“settlement payment” be made in connection with a “securities 

contract”, and that prior Third Circuit precedent in Lowenschuss v. 

Resorts Int’l. Inc. (In re Resorts, Int’l, Inc.), 181 F.3d 505, 516 (3d 

Cir. 1999), supported finding that the certificates in question fell 

within the definition of “securities contract.” 
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Other Decisions Post-Tribune 

Opinion (cont’d): 

• Participation Exception: 

• The court addressed the Litigation Trustee’s argument that the safe 

harbor doesn’t apply to its constructive fraudulent transfer claims 

because the transferees allegedly participated in the fraud.  The 

court concluded that the safe harbor statute as currently written 

does not provide an exception to application for insider transferees 

that have allegedly acted in bad faith. 

• Ratification: 

• The court also addressed the defendants’ ratification defense – that 

the noteholders ratified the fraudulent transfer because, in 

connection with purchasing the securities issued to fund the LBO, 

they were aware that the proceeds would be used to cash out the 

selling shareholders.  The court held that the use of proceeds is 

simply one piece of the entire “fraud alleged in the complaint” and 

concluded that there was a material dispute as to whether the 

noteholders had knowledge of the material facts surrounding the 

transaction. 
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Other Decisions Post-Tribune 

Opinion (cont’d): 

• Release Agreement: 

• The selling shareholders also asserted that the trustee was barred 

from bringing fraudulent transfer claims under a release agreement 

that the company entered into eight months after the transaction 

closed with the debtors’ private equity sponsor, which released all 

claims related to the merger agreement. The court held that post-

petition avoidance actions can only be brought by the trustee after 

the petition is filed, and the pre-petition debtor does not own the 

right to pursue a fraudulent transfer claim in bankruptcy. The court 

concluded that because the trustee was not a party to the release, 

it was not bound by it.   
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Other Decisions Post-Tribune 

Opinion (cont’d): 

• Actual Fraud: 

• With respect to the actual intent fraudulent transfer claims asserted 

by the trustee, the court found that under binding Third Circuit 

precedent, allegations of “badges of fraud” are sufficient to 

overcome a Rule 12(b)(6) motion. The court rejected the 

defendants’ assertion that in order to survive a motion to dismiss, 

the trustee’s complaint had to demonstrate that a “critical mass” of 

the debtor’s directors effectuated the transfer for the specific 

purpose of defrauding creditors.  The court found that the trustee 

had alleged more than the requisite number of badges of fraud, 

and denied the defendants’ motion to dismiss the actual intent 

fraudulent transfer claims. 
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Other Decisions Post-Tribune 

•FTI Consulting, Inc. v. Merit Mgmt. Grp., LP, 830 F.3d 690 (7th Cir. 

2016). 

Facts: 

• The debtors, a racetrack operator and its affiliates, merged with a 

competitor by acquiring all of the competitor’s shares in exchange for 

$55 million. The debtors borrowed money from Credit Suisse and other 

lenders to fund the acquisition. Thereafter, following the racetrack 

operator’s failure to obtain a gambling license, the debtors filed for 

bankruptcy protection. 

• The exchange of the $55 million for the shares took place through 

Citizens Bank of Pennsylvania, the escrow agent for the transaction. 

• FTI Consulting, Inc., as litigation trustee, brought suit against one of the 

significant former shareholders, alleging that the debtors’ transfer of 

approximately $16.5 million (30% of the $55 million), was an avoidable 

transfer under Sections 544, 548(a)(1)(B) and 550 of the Bankruptcy 

Code. 
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Facts (cont’d): 

• The defendants asserted that the transfer was protected by Section 

546(e) as a “settlement payment” made “in connection with a securities 

contract” because the funds transferred to the defendants passed 

through Citizens Bank and Credit Suisse.   

• The trustee argued that Section 546(e) was not applicable to 

transactions simply conducted through financial institutions (or other 

enumerated entities named in Section 546(e)), where the entity is 

neither the debtor nor the transferee but only the conduit. 

• The district court agreed with the defendants’ argument and granted 

judgment on the pleadings in their favor. 

Opinion: 

• The United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit reversed the 

district court’s decision on appeal, concluding that Section 546(e) does 

not provide a safe harbor against the avoidance of transfers where the 

purported enumerated entity referenced in Section 546(e) merely acts 

as a conduit for the non-enumerated entities. 
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Other Decisions Post-Tribune 

Opinion (cont’d): 

• As an initial matter, the court found that the plain language of Section 

546(e), namely, the clause “by or to (or for the benefit of)” was 

ambiguous since it was  unclear whether the provision would apply to 

intermediaries that facilitate a given transaction on behalf of the “real 

parties in interest.” 

• The court then reviewed similar provisions in the Bankruptcy Code and 

the legislative history, and ultimately concluded that they supported a 

narrow reading of Section 546(e), notwithstanding the fact that five 

federal circuit courts, including the Second and Third Circuits, had 

interpreted Section 546(e) to include the conduit situation. 

• On May 1, 2017, the U.S. Supreme Court granted the defendant’s cert 

petition to decide the conflict in the circuits on the “conduit” issue. 
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Actual Intent Fraudulent Transfer 

• As noted, actual intent fraudulent transfer claims are carved out 

of the Section 546 safe harbor. Such claims were recently 

dismissed in Tribune on January 6, 2017 and in Lyondell on April 

21, 2017.  These decisions are briefly discussed on the following 

slides. 

• Pursuant to Section 548(a)(1)(A) of the Bankruptcy Code, a 

trustee can avoid transfers made with actual intent to hinder, 

delay or defraud creditors.  

• Admission of actual intent is rare, so proof is usually based on 

“badges of fraud” – though these are circumstantial. 

• Cases indicate that it is the intent of the transferor and not the 

transferee that is relevant for purposes of pleading a claim for 

actual intent fraudulent conveyance 
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Actual Intent Fraudulent Transfer 

• In re Lyondell Chemical Co., 567 B.R. 55 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2017). 

• On April 21, 2017, the Bankruptcy Court for the Southern 

District of New York dismissed the trustee’s actual intent 

fraudulent transfer claim based on a “novel theory” 

attempting to prove a fraudulent intent on the part of pre-

merger Lyondell’s CEO, and then impute the CEO’s intent 

horizontally to Basell and its ultimate owner, Blavatnik. 

• Background: 

• Prior to this decision, the district court issued a ruling in In re 

Lyondell Chem. Co., 554 B.R. 635 (S.D.N.Y. 2016), holding 

that the fraudulent intent of Lyondell’s CEO may be imputed 

to the corporation under Delaware law, which holds 

corporations liable for the actions of their agents “even when 

the agents act fraudulently or causes injury to third persons 

through illegal conduct.”  
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Actual Intent Fraudulent Transfer 

• The district court’s decision reversed the decision of the 

bankruptcy court (In re Lyondell, 541 B.R. 172 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 

2015)), which held that the standard for imputation is “whether the 

individual whose intent is to be imputed was in a position to 

control the disposition of [the transferor’s] property.”  

• The district court concluded the trustee’s complaint adequately 

pled an actual intent fraudulent transfer. 

• Opinion: 

• Following a trial, the bankruptcy court dismissed the 

trustee’s actual intent fraudulent transfer claim.  It ruled that 

the trustee could not impute the fraudulent intent of the 

debtor’s CEO to Lyondell because the proof failed to 

establish the CEO’s intent to hinder, delay, or defraud 

creditors. 
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Actual Intent Fraudulent Transfer 

• Opinion (cont’d): 

• The bankruptcy court found that the trustee failed to 

establish the required fraudulent intent by proving badges of 

fraud. The court then went on to list the various badges of 

fraud, and concluded that none of them applied to the CEO 

and his role in the LBO. 

• The bankruptcy court also rejected the trustee’s efforts to 

impute the purported fraudulent intent of company officer A 

to corporation B.  The court noted that allowing horizontal 

imputation would “upend conventional wisdom”, making a 

corporation accountable to the officers of a wholly unrelated 

corporation. 
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Actual Intent Fraudulent Transfer 

• In re Tribune Co. Fraudulent Conveyance Litig., 2017 WL 82391 

(S.D.N.Y. Jan. 6, 2017): 

• On January 6, 2017, the U.S. District Court for the Southern 

District of New York issued a decision in Tribune granting the 

shareholder defendants’ motion to dismiss the litigation 

trustee’s actual intent fraudulent conveyance claim. 

• The trustee alleged that two groups of actors possessed 

fraudulent intent: (i) Tribune’s officers and (ii) Tribune’s 

board of directors. 

• With respect to whether Tribune’s officers possessed the 

requisite fraudulent intent and whether their intent could be 

imputed to Tribune, the district court followed the bankruptcy 

court’s opinion in Lyondell rather than the opinion of the 

district court. 
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• The court then asserted that in order to ascribe control over 

a transaction to a party without majority ownership of a 

corporation’s shares (as in Tribune), “the plaintiff must show 

‘such formidable voting and managerial power that [he], as a 

practical matter, [is] no differently situated than if [he] had 

majority voting control’ of the corporation’s shares.” 

• The court found insufficient control, noting, among other 

things, that managerial control through deception had not 

been established, because even if the officers had 

manipulated projections in connection with the LBO, the 

board had enlisted its own financial advisors to assess the 

LBO. 

• With respect to Tribune’s board of directors, the court first 

noted that the Tribune board delegated its decision-making 

authority to independent directors, who constituted a seven-

member majority of the board and were responsible for 

evaluating the LBO. 
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Actual Intent Fraudulent Transfer 

• The court explained that unlike the officers, the independent 

directors “were clearly in a position to control the outcome of 

the Board’s vote on the LBO,” and, accordingly, to the extent 

that the independent directors had wrongful intent, “that 

intent may be imputed to the corporation for purposes of the 

Trustee’s fraudulent conveyance claim.” 

• The court then discussed the standard for establishing 

fraudulent intent – some courts in the Second Circuit have 

utilized an intentional harm standard while others applied a 

recklessness standard.  The court found that under both 

standards the trustee had failed to adequately allege actual 

fraudulent intent.   
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